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Veteran: KUBICA, Bernard 

Service Branch: MARINE CORPS 

Interviewer: Tiebasco, Miguel 

Date of Interview: April 13, 2001 

Date of Transcription: July 22, 2003 

Transcriptionist: Terry Moore 

 

Highlights of Service: Vietnam; Crew chief on amphibious tractor near DMZ 
  

 

Interviewer: This is Miguel Tiebasco, and today is April 13, 2001.  We are doing an interview 

over Ben Kubica.  What year were you born and where? 

Veteran: I was born in 1947 here in Baytown, and lived here all my life. 

 

Interviewer: How old are you? 

Veteran: 53 years old. 

 

Interviewer: When you went to high school, which high school did you go to? 

Veteran: Robert E. Lee. 

 

Interviewer: What was your high school life like? 

Veteran: It was pretty good—could have been better. 

 

Interviewer: How was teenage life? 

Veteran: It was good.  Played in a band and had a good time. 

 

Interviewer: Did school affect you in a significant way? 

Veteran: I didn’t like it.  They couldn’t keep up with me, and it made it boring, so half way 

through my second senior year, I just said ‘to heck with it.’  I started playing in 

the band full time until I got a draft notice, and then when I got a draft notice I 

decided to join the Marine Corps instead, so that’s what I did. 

 

Interviewer: So you were drafted into the Marines, right? 

Veteran: No.  I got a draft notice for the Army, or I found out that I was going to get one.  

As a matter of fact, Terry Moore, John Britt’s secretary, was working at the 
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Selective Service office, and she signed my draft card.  When I found out I was 

going to get a draft notice from the Army, I didn’t want to go into the Army and 

so I enlisted in the Marine Corps.  It was a 120 day delay thing.  In other words, I 

signed up, and I didn’t have to go to boot camp for 120 days after I signed up.  I 

spent two years active duty and four years inactive. 

 

Interviewer: What year did you go in? 

Veteran: I went in on December 7, 1967. 

 

Interviewer: How many years were you actively involved in Vietnam? 

Veteran: I went to Vietnam the first of June of 1968.  I was in the 3rd Marine Division, 

Fleet Marine Force, 1st Amtrak Battalion, which is an amphibious tractor.  I was a 

crew chief in charge of the tractor.  I was stationed at the very northern-most part 

of Vietnam.  We were the closest people to North Vietnam in the whole war.  We 

were closer than Khe Sanh or any of those places.  We were less than 800 meters 

from North Vietnam.  I stayed there through the whole schmere.  They called our 

outfit Am-grunts.  A grunt is an infantryman.  I was in a mechanized Amtrak 

outfit, but we didn’t have any support from ground troops, so we had to do our 

own.  We had to run the tractors plus do our own patrols and all the gun work, 

and all that stuff.  We were a pretty independent outfit.  We got a lot of 

commendations for running different brigades of the North Vietnamese army 

back to Vietnam and stuff like that.  Me and three other guys went into the DMZ 

(I don’t remember exactly when it was, but it was about September or October of 

’68) and there was a North Vietnamese army flag—big huge flag…it was twice 

as big as the one they fly here at the college—and we captured that flag and 

brought it back, and they put it in the War Room at the Pentagon.  It was the first 

North Vietnamese army flag ever captured inside the demilitarized zone.  It was 

scary, because reconnaissance said there was 3,000 soldiers there when they 

checked it the night before, and there was only four of us.  When we got there, 

there was nobody.  There was a bunch of food fires and stuff burning, but there 

was nobody there, so we just knocked the flag pole down and took the flag and 

beat the feet back to where we came from.  I forget how many North Vietnamese 

outfits we got credited for running back.  It was something like thirty different 
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divisions and brigades and all that kind of stuff.  I don’t really remember offhand, 

but we got credit for a bunch of them.  I spent quite a bit of my time over there on 

patrols inside the demilitarized zone and in North Vietnam—a lot more time than 

I did in the south.  It was a pretty cool deal.  We had a lot of fun, but everything 

we did was at night.  We never did anything but stand guard in the daytime.  It 

was all night work—all the patrols.  The only day work we ever did is we had to 

haul big old pallets of concrete up to Hue City, which was fifteen miles south of 

where we were.  We did that all day, and then when we came back in the evening, 

half the crew on the tractor worked on the tractor to get it ready for the next day, 

and the other half went out on patrol.  We did that for like three weeks, and we 

never got any sleep—just fifteen or twenty minutes here and there.  It was pretty 

tough.  It was a pretty rugged deal, because we were in the desert—right on the 

northeast corner of Vietnam, not too far from that island where that aircraft that 

just got through doing was at, and we were between the ocean and the desert.  It 

was really like a shooting gallery.  Even at night you could see them walking up 

the desert, and we’d either kill them or run them back.  It got pretty hairy up there 

once in awhile.  We had two outfits, and we were supposed to swap places every 

six months or six weeks or something.  Our unit would go back to the rear area, 

and the one at the rear area would come up and replace us.  The first time we tried 

to do that, the very night that we got to go back the place where we were got 

attacked by about three or four thousand North Vietnamese army soldiers, so we 

had to go back in the middle of the night.  They wouldn’t let us ride inside the 

Amtrak—we had to ride on the top of them, and they were shooting at us out of 

the woods on the edge of the beach.  That was real hairy, but it was OK.  Overall, 

it wasn’t really that bad.  It was with things like that, but during the daytime 

whenever we got through our turn at guard, we’d take one of the tractors and go 

down to the beach and run the tractor off in the water and use it as a platform and 

go swimming in the ocean about every day, or at least twice or three times a 

week.  That let off a little bit of steam.  We used to run what they called “radio 

silent” patrols, and I went out one night with three other guys.  There was no 

radio contact allowed.  We had a radio but we weren’t supposed to use it, because 

they could intercept our messages.  We got to walking down the beach, and the 

Battleship New Jersey was right offshore.  They saw us walking across the beach 
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and started shooting at us with those big cannons, so we did some hollering over 

the radio.  We messed up the radio silent deal.  They were shooting white 

phosphorus at us, which when it blows up, if it sticks to you, you can’t get it off 

and you can’t put it out.  It’s going to burn until it burns through you or burns out, 

one of the two, and they were shooting sixteen inch guns at us, so that was like 

1500 pounds of white phosphorus in each shell, so you’d better believe we 

hollered and told them to shut that sucker off.  That was scary.  I came back 

through Hawaii in December of ’68, and when I got back I had a thirty day leave, 

and then I got sent to Camp Lejeun, North Carolina.  If you want to get some of 

the dates and stuff off of this {showing documents to student}, because, like I 

said I don’t remember the dates but they’re all here, and you can go through here 

and write down what you need to know.  This tells everything I did from boot 

camp to Camp Lejeun to getting discharged—all the dates and all that stuff.  I 

spent a couple of months in Camp Lejeun after I got back, and then I got 

discharged from active duty.  It was a pretty hairy deal.  There was a lot of times 

when you could be sitting there and you’d get this feeling that you’re not gonna 

come home—you’re not gonna make it back, and that was really the worst part of 

the whole thing.  The policy over there was “don’t shoot until somebody shoots at 

you,” and that kind of stuff will work on your mind.  It wasn’t nothing like this 

Desert Storm deal.  I mean, you’d have people running around all the time and 

you don’t know if they’re the good guys or the bad guys, even when they’re in 

the jungle, and you can’t shoot at them unless they shoot at your first.  If they’re a 

good shot, you might as well forget it, because you’re not going to get to shoot 

back at them, you know?  When I had, I think, forty-five days left on my tour 

over there, they sent my unit back to Okinawa.  I had less than forty-five days 

left, and they wouldn’t send me back, so they transferred me over to what they 

called a shore party battalion.  You’ve seen the helicopters with the big nets under 

them carrying cannons and stuff like that.  That’s a shore party battalion.  They 

supply people out in the field.  I wasn’t supposed to go out on the helicopters.  I 

was supposed to stay in the rear area and do guard duty and all, but the first thing 

they did was stick me on a helicopter going to Ashaw Valley, which was the 

biggest hotspot in Vietnam.  This was like caves in Okinawa.  When they found 

out that I was supposed to be non-duty, they brought me back, but I was there for 
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like a day and a half—something like that.  They put me on guard duty, and then I 

went to work with the armor and had to clean about a half dozen 50-caliber 

machine guns, about ten M-60 machine guns, and about twelve 30-calibers every 

day until it was time for me to go.  When I was there, I killed a tiger.  We had this 

great big guard tower in Quang Tre City, and we had a 50-caliber machine gun 

and a 30-calibre machine gun, and there were little guard posts on either side of 

us, and I heard this guy hollering.  I looked down there, and this tiger was in the 

bunker with him just eating him up, so I grabbed an M-60—and this guy was 

already dead—and we just loaded that tiger up and turned him to mush.  The 

other guy was on the 50-caliber, and he hit him a couple of times, but I tore that 

tiger up.  That was really about the worst things that I saw over there.  I mean, I 

saw a lot of dead people—I even shot some—but that was the worst part of the 

whole thing.  I didn’t really like that.  We got to know the villagers around there.  

We were on the Quaviet River—which was the same place this movie Born on 

the Fourth of July supposedly took place—well, the guy that wrote that show was 

in our unit before I got there.  The village right across the river had like forty or 

fifty thousand people in it.  It was a big, big village, and they concentrated them 

to keep them away from the demilitarized zone, and it was considered to be sixty 

percent Vietcong sympathizers.  In other words, if the Vietcong came in there and 

wanted food and stuff like that, they would give it to them.  We got hit pretty 

regularly by them.  We’d have to go back to that rear area to refill our tractors 

with fuel.  They ran on regular gas, and we were hooked up to this big gas pod 

that was about the size of this house or about three times as long, and we were 

filling up with gas when they hit it with mortars.  Like I said, we were about a 

quarter of a mile or better away from it, and we got unhooked in time and got the 

tractor out of there before it blew up.  We were probably sixty yards away from it 

when the fire finally got to the end that we had hooked up to the tractor.  That 

was kind of scary.  Other than that, it really wasn’t a bad tour of duty.  We didn’t 

have the jungles and all of that.  When I was at Quang Tre, they had jungles 

because they were further down into the interior.  I got sent on one patrol there, 

and that scared the daylights out of me, because it was all rock and jungle, and up 

where all we had was these little scrubby pine trees.  It was just like a beach 

down in Galveston, but it had these little pine trees all over the place.  So that 
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really scared me, because I wasn’t used to the other.  It’s something like you see 

in the movies going up into jungles and stuff like that.  We did a lot of operation 

support when I was over there, and we’d have different Army units, and Navy, 

and Marine units coming through there, and we’d have to play infrantrymen for 

them.  I’ve got dates and stuff for that, too.  Operation Napoleon, Saline, 

Kentucky, and Marshall Mountain, Main Craig, Apache Snow, and defense of 

Quang Tre combat base.  In Quang Tre they had an underground ammo dump.  It 

was like three or four stories underground where they keep all the bombs and 

artillery shells, and it was our job there to keep the Vietnamese from blowing it 

up.  That’s why we had so many machines guns and stuff over there.  I didn’t like 

that either.  {Laughter}  As a matter of fact, there wasn’t a whole lot of it I did 

like.  The worst part about the whole thing, was when we got back and landed in 

Riverside, California.  We went from there to L.A. Airport, and the first thing 

when I walked into the airport, a policeman spit in my face, and I almost got put 

in jail for that because I beat the snot out of him.  They got a few in on me, too, 

but that blew my whole year, because all these guys are over there thinking 

they’re doing good, and they come back and the law enforcement officials and 

things like that start spitting at you.  It really blew the whole thing.  I was proud 

to be over there.  I volunteered to go over there, and they turned around and did 

that and it sucked—that really sucked.  While I was over there it was a pretty 

good experience.  I went on R&R in December of ’68 to Hawaii, and got to spend 

a week there.  Needless to say, I did a lot of drinking {Laughter}, and I spent all 

my money up.  I spent almost $6,000 in five days, and all I brought back with me 

was a survival map and a gallon of whiskey, so I did some playing while I was 

over there.  I got to see quite a few places while I was over there.  I got to go to 

Okinawa and Hawaii, Wake Island and Guam.  Guam’s where they had all the 

big B-52s, and we got to see all of that stuff.  That’s where we got the whiskey, 

too.  They had a customs store there, and they allowed you to take a gallon of 

whiskey without paying duty on it, so I took that back with me and it lasted about 

six hours or so.  Everybody got a-hold of it, and we were all wiped out, and then 

we got hit that night.  That was scary.  When the shooting started, we’d shoot 

back and hit somebody, and they wouldn’t leave them there.  They’d pick up 

whoever got shot and bring them up and throw him on top of our barbed wire and 
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run over him to get over our barbed wire.  We weren’t even supposed to be there.  

We were supposed to be in the rear area, and everybody was about three sheets to 

the wind, but as soon as the firing started, everybody sobered back up.  Come to 

find out, there was over 3,000 of them, and all we had was 150 or 160 guys, and 

we got rid of them.  We killed, I think, about 400 of them.  I got credited when 

one night we had 300 of them walking down the desert, and I was on guard duty, 

and just happened to be on the post at the desert.  I looked through the starlight 

scope and saw them and started shooting at them with an M-60, and we called in 

air strikes.  The airplanes came over, but they couldn’t see them—this was before 

they had all this infrared and stuff.  They had white sheets, and they were under 

those white sheets, and from an airplane it looked just like desert.  They called 

back and told us that, and we told them to just follow the tracers out of this 

machine gun, and they killed every one of them.  We could see them under the 

edge of the sheets, but they couldn’t see nothing from up top.  One time we took 

these new guys out on patrol, and this was a big patrol.  We really didn’t run big 

patrols, but we had like 15 guys, and there was a trail that ran down the sand dune 

in this one particular area, and it had those little bitty scrubby pine trees all 

around the edge.  When you’re in boot camp, they put you on guard duty, and the 

number one order is if you see somebody, you holler “Halt, who’s there!”  We 

were in a circle in these trees facing each other, and this trail went right down the 

middle of us.  Well, here come these North Vietnamese army guys, and they got 

right in the middle, and a couple of these guys stand up and holler, “Halt, who 

goes there?”  Well, bullets just started flying everywhere, so we killed about six 

of them.  I think three of them got away.  To make a point, they made this one 

guy from Oklahoma carry a dead guy back with him on his shoulders.  I don’t 

know if you’ve ever been around anybody that’s just died, but after about twenty 

minutes or so, their bowels and their bladder let loose, and by the time he got 

back to the base, he wasn’t a nice guy to be around, I’ll guarantee you, because 

that old boy had a full bladder and a full bowel, and he emptied it all on him.  

Most of the time, they would take off with them, but they didn’t get a chance to 

get them this time, because they knew that a lot of the American’s deal was 

headcount—you know, “killed in action,” and all that kind of stuff, and they did 

everything they could to keep them from getting an accurate count so they 
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wouldn’t know just how many of them the Americans had killed.  Several times 

we went out on little patrols, and we would find a grave and there would be 

maybe ten or fifteen North Vietnamese soldiers in that grave, and we’d have to 

dig them up to look for papers and all that kind of stuff.  It was pretty nasty 

smelling.  What they would do before they attacked, they would dig these graves.  

They would dig enough graves for everybody, and if everybody got killed, there 

wouldn’t be nobody to drag them back to these graves to bury them, you know, 

but they would have enough grave space for everybody that was in that attack.  

We found quite a few of those.  You could smell them before they attacked you, 

because they’d be smoking dope and opium, and all kinds of stuff, and if you’d 

get to smelling that in the air you’d better get your rifle ready and get it loaded, 

because as soon as they got loaded, they were gonna come.  I was in quite a few 

fire fights.  We were on guard once, and the road into this place was through 

those little pine trees.  We took this place from the North Vietnamese army, and it 

was just a big semicircle of sand dunes, and you could see right up to the 

demilitarized zone from it.  It was theirs’, but when they had the TET Offensive, 

we took it from them.  One night, we were guarding the road coming in, and 

somebody started shooting up these mortar flares—it’s like a road flare, but it’s 

got a parachute on it, and they come down real slow.  Well, here’s this North 

Vietnamese army guy walking up the road—just one guy—and about thirty or 

forty people just started unloading on him.  They just ‘smoked’ him.  They would 

make hand grenades out of little blocks of marble.  They’d take like a 3x3 block 

of marble, saw it in half, and they would hollow the inside of it out and fill it with 

sulphur and a blasting cap, and then just put a string or whatever they could find 

to put it back together.  They’d use them as concussion grenades, and he was 

setting these out.  We probably got six or seven hundred of those that he was 

setting out.  He was doped up, but he was setting these out because they were 

planning on coming at us from every side.  We got him.  He didn’t plan good 

enough.  A lot of the local young people would come up to the wire.  A lot of 

them spoke French, and some of the spoke enough English to understand, but we 

got to know quite a few of them.  I’ve got a picture of this one guy that was a VC, 

and he came up to the wire with these young girls during the daytime and shoot 

the breeze with everybody, and then he’d come back at night.  He was using those 
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girls to get up there to find out what our defenses were.  We figured that out 

before anything happened, because he was the only person his age that was 

coming up there, and he wore these old dark sunglasses, and thought he was real 

cool and stuff.  We caught him hiding some of those concussion grenades around 

the outside, so we just took him prisoner and sent him off to Danang.  They never 

did hit us.  Most of the young people were pretty good, though.  We really liked 

them.  We’d help them out all the time, and they’d help us.   

 

Interviewer: Is there anything in particular you’d like to comment on about that time? 

Veteran: Well, if it happened again I’d go back.  It wouldn’t bother me a bit.  If there’s a 

purpose for it, whether it’s a purpose that we know about or don’t know about, 

whether the one that’s telling us is right or wrong, it’s part of being an American.  

When they say, “This needs to be done,” if you’re of age to do that, I feel like 

you’re obligated to do it.  People don’t realize the advantages there are in this 

country.  There’s a lot of bad stuff here, but I’ve been to a lot of other places, and 

it’s not nothing like this.  You go just about anywhere else in the world and 

you’re not gonna have the freedom to do what you want to do like you do here.  

Like I said, I feel like whenever something like that comes up and they call for it, 

anybody that calls themselves an American ought to go.  That’s just the way it is.  

I mean, I was scared to death.  Boot camp scared me worse than that stuff did.  I 

was ready to jump ship the first night, but I felt like I owed it, so I did my thing, 

and I have no regrets about it at all.  I got an honorable discharge from the Marine 

Corps and didn’t get hurt.  I got one little old piece of shrapnel in me, and you 

can’t even tell where it was.  I got hit by a piece of glass.  They were shooting 

mortars and hit the field hospital.  Didn’t even get a Purple Heart for it.  I really 

didn’t get any outstanding medals, because they had a quota system.  I got put in 

for a Bronze Star twice and Purple Heart once, but I told them I didn’t want the 

Purple Heart, because it wasn’t that big of a deal.  It was a piece of glass—it 

wasn’t even shrapnel.  I didn’t make the quota on the Bronze Star, but in my 

mind, at least I got put in for it.  In my way of thinking, that was their gratitude 

for me going over there and doing that, and I’d do it again in a heartbeat.  I’d like 

to.  I’d love to do it. 
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Interviewer: Thanks for taking the time to tell your story for this history project. 

Veteran: You bet. 

 

{END OF INTERVIEW} 

 


